openQA Tests - action #49634
[functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql: schema public does not exist
25/03/2019 02:12 pm - favogt

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: szarate
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: Milestone 24

Description

Observation
openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.0-JeOS-for-kvm-and-xen-x86_64-jeos@64bit_virtio-2G fails in php7_postgresql

Test suite description
Maintainer: fvogt, mnowak
Start JeOS from the HDD image, configure it using the firstboot wizard and then run basic tests. console=tt04 added as needed for aarch64.

Reproducible
Fails since (at least) Build 20.168 (current job)

Expected result
Last good: 20.167 (or more recent)

Further details
Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action # 49187: [functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql: schema public does not exist
Resolved 13/03/2019
Duplicated by openQA Tests - action # 49652: [functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql: schema public does not exist
Rejecte 25/03/2019

History
#1 - 25/03/2019 02:29 pm - szarate
- Subject changed from test fails in php7_postgresql: schema public does not exist to [functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql: schema public does not exist
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to szarate
- Target version set to Milestone 24

#2 - 26/03/2019 07:56 am - pcervinka
- Duplicated by action #49652: [functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql - Database get dropped before using it added

#3 - 26/03/2019 08:03 am - pcervinka
Also happens in jobs across different SLE/openSUSE versions:
SLE15 GA: https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2732293
SLE12-SP2: https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2732074

19/03/2020
SLE12-SP3: https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2732094
SLE12-SP4: https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2732367

Leap 15.0: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/891383
Leap 42.3: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/891410
Leap 15.1: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/891362

#4 - 26/03/2019 09:42 am - szarate

Proposed a revert for my changes, https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/7147 however, Will continue to look at the issue, since it doesn't make sense to me that the dvd rental dump cannot be loaded with postgresQL 11 by default without dropping the public schema.

#5 - 26/03/2019 10:29 am - ggardet_arm

Also on Leap 15.1 aarch64: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/891430#step/php7_postgresql/112

#6 - 26/03/2019 02:46 pm - szarate

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

revert was merged and deployed already, https://openqa.suse.de/tests/2737630#step/php7_postgresql/110 old tests are passing again, poo#49187 follows

#7 - 26/03/2019 02:46 pm - szarate

- Related to action #49187: [functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql (with psql11) added